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ABSTRACT

A method is presented for obtaining information on within-tree variation for wood properties. The polynomial models resulting from this study provide a technique for statistical
analysis and for plotting within-tree variation patterns of fiber, vessel, and ray percentages a\
well as ring widths. With this method, it is possible to examine the oblique, horizontal, and
vertical variation patterns of different wood properties, both statistically and graphically
hence, statistical inference can conveniently be made on within-tree patterns of variation
This can provide not only information of value in tree improvement work, but also a better
nnderstanding of the variability of wood.

is done in terms of three sequences (Duff
Information on within-tree variations in and Nolan 1953). In the first sequence
wood propertics is necessary for successful ( oblique), variations within each single
cvaluation of these properties and efficient ring are followed from the top of thc. tree
conversion of wood into finished products. downward (i.e. wood formed in the samc
Quantitative data on variation of wood year but from cambia of different ages).
properties are also needed for guiding re- The second sequence ( horizontal) is shown
search aimed at improving wood quality by plotting wood properties from thtl pith
and for providing the pulp technolo- to the bark at intervals of height. In this
gist with basic information essential for sequence, the wood is formed by caml~iaof
making the best use of available wood. different ages during different seasoi IS. In
However, the existence of within-tree the third sequence (vertical), the \i.ood
variation patterns of fiber properties, properties are plotted for successive interfiber length, and other wood properties nodes down the tree but at constant ring
forms a major obstacle to thc cvaluation of number from the pith (i.e. wood formed
wood quality in terms of the wood's poten- by cambia of approximately the same age).
Thus these three sequences (oblique, horitial for paper making.
zontal, and vertical) are used to proiect the
within-tree
trends of variation tLat*arc, inWithin-tree Patterns of Variations
fluenced by intrinsic as well as by extrinsic
The conventional way to study within-tree factors. These are factors such as cambial
variation patterns is to present the wood age, year of wood formation, and environproperties data in a special way in order to mental factors.
examine these patterns of variations graphiHowever, in many wood properties
cally. Such a method has been used by sev- studies, a knowledge of more than onchincral researchers to examine graphically dependent variable is necessary to obtain
wood properties variation within the tree better understanding or better prediction of
(Duff and Nolan 1953; Walter and Soos wood properties responses. To acco~nplish
1962; Kandeel and Bensend 1969). This this, multiple regression analyses that involve relations among more than two variCurrently, Wood Technology, Faculty of Agri- ables are used. This is done in situations
culture, Alexandria University, Alexandria, Egypt. where the wood property is influencetl by
The author wishes to thank Dr. D. W. Bensend
several variables ( Saucier and Ha~llilton
of the Forestry Department and Dr. D. Jowett of
1967; Kandeel and Bensend 1969). To prothe Statistics Department at Iowa State University
for their suggestions in the preparation of this vide more information about the nrood
property being studied, vertical and llorimanuscript.
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TABLL1. Regression ecluations (reduced models) for predicting wood properties in silver maple (Acer
saccharinurn L. ) .
--

--

Property

Ring width (Y, )

Fiber

70

(Y,)

Vcssel %) ( Y,,)

Ray % (Ya)

Square root
of multiple
R square

Equation

+

Yi = 344.40 0.34X1- 61.04X2 - 60.38X3 - 0.04X12
+ 3.05X," 3.06Xs2 7.43X2Xs
Y2 = 62.22 - 0.59X1 5.53X2 0.54XX 0.01XL2
- 0.38Xz2 0.05XlX - 0.39XZX
Y:, = 75.16 + 0.59X1- 13.80Xz- 14.10X~
- 0.01X1~
0.75Xz2 + 0.85X2 1.50XzX3
Y, = 27.23 - O.86X1- 1.73Xs - 1.56Xa 0.01Xi2
+ 0.07XiX2 0.06XiX

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

XI = height in feet
X2 = coded year of formation
X:,= coded cambial age

zontal patterns of variations are needed.
This is done by plotting such patterns
graphically. However, this approach provides two sets of results. not clearlv related, from a given study. One set is the
statistical regression analysis of the variables and the inferences about their relations. The other set of results is nrovided
through the graphical presentation of variation patterns of the wood properties. This
presentation provides no inferences regarding the significance of each variable influencing the given trend of the wood property. Since the sets of information are not
clearlv related. several researchers are inclined either to use regular statistical analysis or to present the graphically plotted
variation trends within the tree stem. The
technique presented here resolves this problem by presenting a method in which the
patterns of variation are plotted in a way
related to the regression analysis of wood
properties data. This is done since the patterns of variations are controlled by known
factors frequently included in the models
used in multiple regression analysis of
wood properties studies. Such variables are
cambial age or year of wood formation.
When this approach was used, it resulted
in the polynomial models in this study that
provide a method of examining within-tree
variation patterns graphically while analyzing the data by multiple regression techniques. This has the advantage of providing a way to test the statistical significance
of these patterns of variation since the coefficients of the variables in the polynomial
L

models are statistically tested for siignificance. Thus, a pattern of variation of wood
fiber percentage or ring widths plott'ed by
this method is known to account for a
given amount of variation of that property
in the tree. For instance, a graph plotted
from the ring width equation (Table 1 )
will describe 63.51% (Table 4 ) of tht: total
amount of variation in ring width within the
tree. In such a way, both regression a~ialysis
of the studied properties and their patterns
of variation within the stem will provide a
coherent set of information to help in analyzing the variation of a given wood property.
MODEL CONSTRUCTION

In studying relationships of wood properties to specific independent variables, polynomial models describing these properties
are constructed on the basis of hypothetical
or reported trends. The variables chosen
for these polynomial models are those most
desirable for obtaining prediction equations
for the wood properties in question. Fitting
the terms in the polynomial models by the
method of least squares will providle full
regression models describing the wood
properties (Draper and Smith 1967; Kandeel and Bensend 1969). This step is then
followed by a type of backward elimination procedure, considering the biolLogical
known facts, to select the "best" regression
equation for each wood property (Draper
and Smith 1967). The deletion of the terms
from the full model is based on testing the
partial regression coefficients ("t" test)
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and considering the established importance
of each of these terms.
The interrelations between these terms
in the model are also taken into consideration. Thus, the reduced models obtained
will have an advantage over the original
full models since the reduced models contain fewer tcrms while still accounting for
almost as much variability of each property
as the full ~nodels. If the resulting prediction ecyuation for each wood property is
then used to present a pattern of variation
oi that property, then cach pattern is controlled by the variation that is accounted
for by its regression model. Hence, each
plotted curve will represent a polynomial
nod el in which the coefficients of the dependent variables are statistically tested for
significance. From thc multiple " R of each
model, the percentage of variability in the
property that this model accounts for is
known (Table 4). Hence, statistical infc,rcnce can conveniently be made on each
plottcd graph.
PLOTTING 3IETHOD AND RESULTS

In a study of a 48-foot silver maple tree,
polynomial models were constructed to dcscribc diffcrcnt wood properties. The
abovc-described tcchnique, considering the
l~iologicallyknown facts, was then used to
select the "best" regression equation for
each wood propcrty. Table 1presents polynomial lllodels describing the ring width
and proportions of wood elements. In order
to cover the height range within the tree,
five values of the coded cambial age covering the height rangc and matching the
coded year of formation were used. There
wcrc two levels of coded year of formation
used to study the oblique sequence. Each
on^ of thcse two levels of the year of wood
formation was matched by specific levels of
coded cambial age. The two matching
groups of cambial age levels wcrc 9, 8, 7, 6,
5 and 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, rcspectively. This manipulation facilitated the calculation of five
quadratic equations for each wood property
studied as a function of height. Through
algebraic substitution for the real values of
thc. levels of cambial age, year of wood for-

TABLE2. General regression model (full n ~ o d e l )
used for predictirlg wood properties wlthin tht tree.
.
.-

Property

Y,

Equat~on

= Bo + BIXL,+ B?X>I+ BIXXi + BliX1t2 +

+BmX3L2 + BmXIiXxi + Bi7XlrXar
+ B23X21Xi+ e,

B22X2,2

B's = partial regression coefficients
X l i = height in feet from the g n ~ u n dlevel for the ith
ohservatic~n
X2i = coded year of fonnntion for the ith <~bsrrvatioi~
XZli= coded ca~nbialage for the ith observation
Y, = ring width, fibers percentage, vessel percentage,
and my percentage for the ith observation

mation and height, these polynomial ~rlodcls
were reduced to quadratic equations for
each wood property.
This can be illustrated by consiclcbring
the coded values of 1 and 9 as the levels of
Xa and X3, respectively, in the regression
equation for ring width (Table 1). When
this polynomial model was reduced to a
quadratic equation for ring width as a dcpendent variable and height as an independent variable, the terms in the equation
could be recalculated. Since in thc ring
width polynomial cquation (Table 1) there
are no interaction terms that includc XI
(height), then the XI teims in thc new
quadratic equation will be the same as in
the original polynomial model in Table 1.
However, the change will occur in thc 1 aluc
of B,, in the ring-width cquation ( Tal~l(l
2),
i.e. the value 344.40 (Table 1 ) will c hangc
because of the substitution for the co~~c~tant
levels of X1 and X3 as 1, 9, respectively.
Thus thc equation for ring width w~llbe:

Howcver, if the polynolnial modc~l includes interaction terms of X1 and other
variables, there will be a change in the
values of BIXl also. For example, in the
equation for fiber percentage ( Y2 ) ( Tablc
1) , two terms occur that involve XI, ilalncly
RlSX1X:< and BIXI. In thc reduced cquations, thc coefficients of XI will be (1j1
BI:IXIX3). Thus, the first equation of the

+
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T A ~ I . 3a.
E Calculated c/ttudratic equations ~esriltingfrom the regression models in Table 1 .
--

...-

Wood pn)perty

Hing width (Y,)

Fiber %

Vcssel

Ray

((1)

O/o (Y::)

% (Yr)

Height range
in feet (X,)

Levels o f
Eauati~~n

X,, X::

0.8-15.8
17.8-21.8
27.8-33.1
35.3-38.4
43.0-45.0
0.8-15.8
17.8-21.8
27.8-33.1
:35.3-38.4
13.0-45.0
0.8-15.8
17.8-21.8
27.8-33.1
:35.3-38.4
43.0-45.0
0.8-15.8
17.8-21.8
27.8-33.1
:35.3-38.4
43.0-45.0

With this simple method, the polynomial
fiber percentage Y2 (Table 1) will be: (Xa
and X3 at 1, 9 levels, respectively).
models describing the wood prop1:rties
Y2 = 62.22 - 0.59XI (0.05) (9) XI (5.33) (Table 1) were reduced to quadratic (.quations for cach wood property (Table 3n and
( 1 ) (0.54) ( 9 ) - (0.38) ( 1 I 2 3b). A simple computer progralli was
(0.39) (1) ( 9 )
writtc~lfor each wood property group of
= 68.72 - 0.14X1 0.01X12.

+

+

+

+

,
TABLE3b. Cctlct~lated (/rtadrati~eclttcltiotzs resrtlting fron~the regression models in ~ a b k !.
-

~p

--

---

Wood p r o g e r t

IIeight range

Ring width ( Y I )

0.8-15.8
17.9-21.8
27.9-33.1
35.3-38.4
43.0-45.0
0.8-15.8
17.8-21.8
27.8-33.1
35.3-38.4
43.045.0
0.8-15.8
17.8-21.8
27.8-33.1
35.3-38.4
43.045.0
0.8-15.8
17.8-21.8
27.8-33.1
35.3-38.4
43.045.0

Levels I]€
Xz, X:,,

Equation

--

Fiber % (Y.)

Vessel O/o ( Y I )

Ray

O/o ( Y 4 )

YI = 71.86 + 0.34X1- 0.04XI'
Y, 170.20 + 0.34XI- 0.04XT2
Y1= 74.66 0.34XT - 0.04X1"
Yl = 85.24 + 034x3 - 0.04X,2
Yl = 101.94 + 0.34X1- 0.04X1'
Y, = 70.98 - 0.24X, + 0.O1Xl2
Y, = 71.61 - 0.29XI + O.OlX,'
Y, = 72.24 - 0.34X1+ 0.01XI"
Y, = 72.87 - 0.39X1 + 0.01X1"
Y2 = 73.50 - 0.44X1+ 0.01X1~
Y, = 11.86 + 0.59X1- 0.01X12
Y:, = 15.31 + 0.59x1- 0.01X1'
Y:, = 16.16 0.59x1- 0.01X1'
Ys = 16.91 0.59X1- 0.01X1'
Y,
20.26 + 0.59X1- 0.01X12
Y4 = 11.12 - 0.23X1 0.01X12
Y, = 12.68- 0.29XL + 0.01X12
Y, = 14.24 - 0.35X1 + 0.01Xi2
Ya = 15.80- 0.41XI + 0.01X1'
Ya = 17.36 - 0.47X1 0.01X12

+

+
+

+

+

3, 1
3, (i
3, 5
3, .i
3, :3
3, 7
3, 6
3, 5
3, 4
3, 3
3, 7
3, 6
3, 5
3, 4
3, 3
3, 7
3, 6
3, 5
3, 4
3, 3
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TYPE I(OBLIQUE)

BLOCKS f R O M BARK
NO. 1
NO. 2
PLOTTED FROM THE MODEL

loat

I TYPE 1 (OBLIQUE1

CROWN AREA-
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16 20 2L 28 32 36

LO LL 48

HEIGHT I N FEET

FIG. 1. Two curves of ring widths each one
representing a n average of three years of wood
formation as plotted from the reduced prediction
eq~~ation.
a. hlock No. 1 is the first hlock inside the bark
(i.e. last three years of wood formation).
12. block No. 3 is the next hlock to block No. 1
inside the dark.

8

12

16 20 24 28 32 36 LO 44 48 APEX
HEIGHT I N F E E T

FIG. 3. A family of curves of ring widtll,. each
one representing a n average of three years ot \vood
formation as plotted from the original dat'l.

range of tree height (Table 3a, 3 b ) . These
specific wood properties were ring w d t h ,
fiber percentage, vessel percentage, a i ~ dray
percentage.
TYPE 1 IOBLIQUEI

%

CROWN AREABLOCKS FROM THE BARK
BLOCKS NO 1

I

5 FIBERS
3

E

5' VE!;SELS

4j 2 0 -

1
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g

9
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0

2
1

:2

3:

:6 :0 :L 28
HEIGHT I N FEET

316 ;0

A

LIB

PIC:.2. A family of curves of percentages of
wootl elements each one representing an average
of three years of wood forillation as plotted from
tho reduced prediction eqnation.
a. block No. 1 is the first block inside the bark
(i.e. last three years of ~ v o o dformation).
1). ldock No. 3 represents the next sampled
block inside the dark (i.e. formed in previous
years to I~lock1) .

quadratic cquations. Thcsc equations were
thus plotted as two-dimensional graphs
(Figs. 1, 2 ) . It should be remembered that
cacli group of equations represents a spccific wood property covering the whole

; ;a

a

b

i2i6

HEIGHT I N F E E T

;O

L i8

FIG. 4. A fanlily of curves of percentajics of
woocl elements, each one representing an avtmge of
three years of \x,ood formation as plottcd froln the
original data.
CONCLUSIONS

The predicted annual ring width, and
fiber, vessel, and ray proportions .were
plottcd as a function of height in F i q . 1
and 2. It is clear that Figs. 1 and 2 agree
with the graphs in Figs. 3 and 4 from thc
original data. By this method, it is po\,iblc
to investigate the other two patterns of- variation (vertical and horizontal ) ~t thc
proper constants and variables are usc~1for
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T ~ I $ I , 4L

Per~entugcrof ourzutzon accounted for
br! regresston

Varwhle

Prr~entagr of
t
o

Rlnf
width

F ~ h e r s Vessel,

Rays

63 51

49.22

30.57

61.47

present 63.51% of the total amount of variation in ring width within the tree (Tallle 4 ) .
This technique provides a way to study
within-trec patterns of variation of i' given
wood property and tests the significallce of
the variables influencing its variation
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